
Der Genitiv mit s und of 
Task 1: Put in “-´s“ or “-s´“. 

 

1. There you can see Tessa_____ new bike. 

2. Where is the dog ______ ball. 

3. This is my sisters________ room. They need a very big room. 

4. Behind the trees there is the women_____ toilet. 

5. Where is the Meyers_______ new house? 

6. Here are the children_____ books. 

7. What´s Mona______ brother_______ name? 

 

Task 2: There is a “-s” missing in each line. Find it and write it to the right 

word. Maybe you only need an apostrophe ( ´ ). 

 

1. The teachers have got red car . 

2. The  teachers bags  are  brown and black . 

3. The teacher car is red . 

4. The teacher driving  a  red  car . 

5. The cat  cage  is in the  kitchen . 

6. The  women cars  are blue and grey . 

7. The hamster cages  aren´t   big . 

 

Task 3: Say it in a different way. Use the possessive form (-s) or the of-

phrase. 

 

1. This is a dog and its name is Rusty.         → The __________________________________ is Rusty. 

2. This is Ben and this is his girlfriend.       → This is___________________________________________. 

3. This is a chair. It has got a blue colour.   → The colour _________________________________ is blue. 

4. (library / Roxton)         →   Is this __________________________________________ ? 



Der Genitiv mit s und of 
Task 1: Put in “-´s“ or “-s´“. 

 

1. There you can see Tessa´s____ new bike. 

2. Where is the dog´s______ ball. 

3. This is my sisters´________ room. They need a very big room. 

4. Behind the trees there is the women´s_____ toilet. 

5. Where is the Meyers´_______ new house? 

6. Here are the children´s_____ books. 

7. What´s Mona´s______ brother´s_______ name? 

 

Task 2: There is a “-s” missing in each line. Find it and write it to the right 

word. Maybe you only need an apostrophe ( ´ ). 

 

1. The teachers have got red cars . 

2. The  teachers´ bags  are  brown and black . 

3. The teacher´s car is red . 

4. The teacher´s driving  a  red  car . 

5. The cat´s  cage  is in the  kitchen . 

6. The  women´s cars  are blue and grey . 

7. The hamsters´ cages  aren´t   big . 

 

Task 3: Say it in a different way. Use the possessive form (-s) or the of-

phrase. 

 

1. This is a dog and its name is Rusty.         → The _dog´s name /name of the dog___ is Rusty. 

2. This is Ben and this is his girlfriend.       → This is___Ben´s girlfriend___________________. 

3. This is a chair. It has got a blue colour.   → The colour ___of this chair____________ is blue. 

4. (library / Roxton)         →   Is this _the library of Roxton_______________ ? 


